To our valued ASHHRA20 exhibitors and sponsors,

The global pandemic we’re facing is challenging everyone to think differently about our health and safety, and how we care for our families and friends in these challenging times. As the association for health care human resources professionals, our members need us now more than ever to help them mitigate the impacts of COVID-19 on their communities.

With that in mind, I am reaching out today to provide you with an update on our plans for the ASHHRA20 Annual Conference and Exposition in Denver this August. We’ve been keeping a steady pulse on the pandemic to determine if we can safely convene for our event. Due to the complexity of the circumstances, we ask for your patience as we determine next steps. ASHHRA and the AHA remain in close communication with federal, state and local public health officials for guidance.

I thank you for your patience as we weigh all options in this evolving landscape and make a decision that is in the best interest of our attendees, exhibitors, sponsors, staff, and the city of Denver. In the meantime, we advise that you visit our COVID-19 page (www.ashhra.org/COVID19Info) for useful resources and ways you can support efforts in the fight against this pandemic.

We will be in touch in the next two weeks, if not sooner, with an update on the status of the highly valued annual event for our health care HR community.

Sincerely,

Catherine Carruth, CAE
Executive Director, ASHHRA